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Figure 2. Top: Gain of the vertical polarization component of the E-field for the UE positioned next to 
the left side of the phantom's head. Bottom: Phase of the vertically polarized E-field as a function of 
direction of incidence. cp = 3TT/2 rad (azimuth) and 8 = TT/2 rad (elevation) correspond to the direct 
incidence to the UE, and cp = TT/2 correspond to the signal blocked by the head. 
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Body-implanted bioelectronics rely on antennas to interface with external on- or off-body equipment. For a 
given input power, the antenna type and operating frequency significantly affect the power dissipation in 
tissues. This study addresses the exposure by realistic magnetic and electric equivalent sources using full
wave modeling techniques. The effect of equivalent source configuration on the power dissipation, exposure, 
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and radiation performance is here quantified for the first time. The results demonstrate the existence of mode
dependent optimal operating frequency that maximizes the achievable radiation efficiency and minimizes 
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) for a given input power. 

Introduction 

Wirelessly connected body-implanted bioelectronics offers attractive capabilities for clinical research, 
medicine, defense, and professional sports [1 ]-[3]. For example, wireless biomedical telemetry enables 
continuous monitoring of a wide range of human or animal physiological parameters: vitals, blood tests, organ 
functions monitoring, etc. Precision medicine requires precise diagnostics [4], and miniature body-implanted 
capsules realize more precise data than ever before about one's health. Neural interfaces allow us to study 
the brain via mapping, assisting, augmenting, and repairing cognitive or sensory-motor functions [5]. The 
emerging concept of electroceuticals aims individual neural circuits that regulate the physiological processes 
to treat a wide range of illnesses [6]. Continuous innovations in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), 
integrated circuits, and microfluidics further accelerate the progress in implantable bioelectronics. 

In-body bioelectronics commonly use radiofrequency (RF) antennas to communicate with external on- or off
body systems. Establishing a robust link between an in-body device and external equipment is a major 
challenge because of low radiation efficiencies (11 < 0.1 %) due to significant power dissipation in tissues [7] 
and miniature size of the radiating elements. A wide range of RF antennas has been proposed for body
implantable applications, e.g. [8]-[15]. In 100-MHz-5-GHz range, the dosimetric quantity used to characterize 
the in-body exposure levels is SAR [16], ICNIRP, [17]. Whereas the exposure analysis of the realistic body
implanted antennas has been widely reported, there is a lack of systematic knowledge on how the different 
antenna types and operating frequencies affect the power dissipation. This study addresses this issue by 
comparing radiation performance and SAR of fundamental finite-sized TM10 and TE10 equivalent sources in 

the frequency range from 100 MHz to 5 GHz. 

Methods 

Exposure of body-implanted capsules is analyzed theoretically using the stratified 0100-mm spherical 
phantom [18]. The four-region Cole-Cole model [19] represents dispersive muscle-, fat-, and skin-equivalent 
electromagnetic (EM) properties of the phantom. The EM field radiated from an arbitrary source in tissues 
satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation. In terms of the time-harmonic electric field E (time variations of 

the form eiwt), it is expressed as 'i72E = jwµJ5 + jwµoE - w2µeE, where J5 is the source electric current 

density [20]. Assuming axial symmetry for the formulated problem E(r,<p,z) = E(r, z)exp(-jm<p), where mis the 

azimuthal mode number, we reduce the model complexity to R2. 

We consider two realistic equivalent-source formulations: 1) the E-coupled source radiating TM10 mode and 

2) the magnetic B-coupled (TE10) source. The sources are modeled as J5(r,<p,z) distribution over a 

parametrized cylindrical surface enclosed in a capsule volume (Figure 1). The geometrical parameters used 
in this study are chosen to represent a typical in-body capsule [3] (units: millimeters): the length of the 

cylindrical part L = 13, its radius R = 4, and shell thickness T = 1 (total volume v = 1.54 cm3). These 
parameters result in the overall capsule dimensions 23 x 010 mm. The relative permittivity Er,s(f) of the 

capsule volume (Figure 1) equals Er(f) of the surrounding medium (dispersive muscle) whereas the 

conductivity is zero. It is assumed that the capsule is composed of nonmagnetic materials (i.e. µ = µo)- The 

distribution of J5 is defined on the cylindrical surface as Js,TM = [0, 0, cos(TTz/L)] A-m-2 for the TM10 source 

and as Js,TE = [0, 1, 0] A-m-2 for the TE10 one. The supplied P5 , radiated pr, and dissipated pd powers are 

calculated as in [21 ]. The radiation efficiency 11 is evaluated using the conservation of energy principle. Local 

SAR= oIEl2/p is calculated considering the density of muscle tissue p = 1041 kg-m-3. The problem is solved 

with a finite-element method in R2 using an axisymmetric time-harmonic formulation [22]. 

Results and Discussion 

The results in Figure 2 demonstrate that the optimal radiation performance of a body-implanted capsule 
requires minimizing the dissipated energy for a given power flow in the far field of the antenna. For an 
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omnidirectional antenna with given input power, the maximum operating range and data rates can only be 
improved by increasing the radiation efficiency. The achievable efficiency for both TM10 and TE10 sources is 

proportional to the electrical size of the antenna until the power dissipation losses start to dominate at f > fopt 

(Figure 2), where fopt is the optimal frequency defined as 11(f0 pt) = max(11). TM10 source allows for higher 

max(11) compared to TE10. However, TE10 provides substantially better efficiency for f ~ 0.7 GHz. This is 

consistent with the fundamental limits on maximum power densities reaching free space [23]. Figure 3 shows 
the SAR distributions. Both TM10 and TE10 sources show reduced absorption when the source operates 

within the optimal frequency range. 

Conclusions 

This study addressed the lack of systematic knowledge on how the different antenna types and operating 
frequencies affect the power dissipation. The results revealed the existence of mode-dependent optimal 
operating frequency that maximizes the achievable radiation efficiency and minimizes SAR for a given input 
power. Derived values of max(11) indicate that it is possible to outperform state-of-the-art antenna designs up 
to a factor of five in terms of radiation performance without increasing the input power and SAR. 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Problem formulation (not to scale). 
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Figure 2. Maximum achievable radiation efficiencies ri = 1 - Pd/P8 of body-implanted capsules follow 

skew-normal distribution. The achievable efficiencies of both TM10 and TE10 sources are proportional 

to the electrical size of the antenna until the power dissipation losses start to dominate at f > f opt 
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Figure 3. SAR distributions normalized by the supplied power P8 of TM10 and TE10 sources at 100 

MHz (electrically small inefficient source), 1.4 GHz (source operating within the optimal frequency 
range), and 3.5 GHz (increased power dissipation due to high attenuation). 


